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ABSTRACT 

Hybrid eimulations are uBBd to investigate the 
formation of a thin current sheet ineide the p lums 
sheet of a rnagnetotail-like configuration. The initial 
equilibrium ie eubjected to a driving electric field 
qualitatively eimilar to what would be expected 
from solar wind driving. Aa a reeult, wc find the 
formation of 8 new current eheet, with E thickness of 
approximately the ion inertial length. The current 
density imide the current eheet region is aupplied 
largely by the electrons. Ion accelerstion in the 
croee-tail direction is abaent due aince the driving 
electric field fails to penetrate into the equatorial 
region. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, apacecraft obaervationa have demon- 
strated the formation of thin current sheets in the 
Earth’s magnetotail during the subetorm growth 
phase [Refs. 6, 7, lo]. Theae current sheeta are ob- 
eerved at radial dietancea in the range from -7 to - 
16R~, with thicknessee atimated to be of the order 
of a few thermal ion Larmor radii ( x  500-2000 km). 
The detailtd current density proflle and plasma prop 
ertiea, however, are aa yet unknown. 

Bccauee of the large current density mociated with 
the thin current sheets, electrons and ione must have 
very high relative velocities, reaching values compa- 
rable to Alfvin speeds for current sheet thickneaeea 
comparable to ion Larmor radii. Hence thin cur- 
rent sheets are likely sitea for kinetic dissipation pro- 
ceesea. It waa realized that in a variety of CWE thin 
current sheets must form when an initially smooth 
qusei-equilibrium state develope quaaiatatically un- 
der ideal MHD conditions [Ret. 81. 

Schindler and Birn [Ref. 111 showed by means of an- 
alytical theory that thin curent sheete form if a suit- 
able perturbation ie applied at the lateral boundary 

1 

of an initially onedimensional current eheet. This 
boundary condition repraeants the fact that the tail 
magnetic field lines have to  match the rigid near- 
Earth dipole field and that there may be a m h a t c h  
between the electric fields applied at em open mag- 
netopause and at the ionosphere. 

An approach which takes into account the preeence 
of the ubiquitoue normal magnetic field BPI was 
recently undertaken by Wiegelmann and Schindler 
[Ref. 121. The magnetotail in this model evolves aa 
the consequence of flux trmder from the front aide. 
As a result Wiegelmann and Schindler found the for- 
mation of a thin current sheet. 

The formation of thin current sheeta in the magne- 
totail was further inveatigated by tw- and three- 
dimensional MHD eimulationa [Ref. 31 in configu- 
rations which included an inner magnetotail region 
with a more dipolar magnetic fieId, Including driv- 
ing electric fields a~ expected from solar wind driv- 
ing, these simulations provide convincing evidence 
that thin current sheeta alsa form under them more 
general conditione by slow ideal evolution away from 
smooth initial  state^, although it is not clear whether 
or under what conditions these thin sheets develop 
into tangential aingularities. 

Thus MHD based approaches ahow clearly the for- 
mation of thin current sheets even if the initial tail 
model ae well au the applied driving electric field are 
smooth. They are subject to  the criticism, however, 

.that MHD might not be a valid model if length scalee 
become comparable to ion Larmor radii. To investi- 
gate the ion behavior during thin current shsst for- 
mation, particle or hybrid simulations are required. 
In contraet to the onefluid MHD model the particle 
(or multi-fluid) eimulatione also provide information 
about the current carriera. It ehould be noted that 
the queation whether ions or electrons are the rna- 
jor current carriers in this frame ie quite important. 
For instance, a tramformation into the electron rest 
frame would introduce very large bdground electric 
fields, which need to be taken into account in any ki- 
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netic analysie pertaining to poseible imtabilitea in 
the thin current sheet. 

Particle simulations of thin current eheet formation 
were first undertaken by Pritchett and Coroniti [Ref. 
91. Pritchett and Coroniti, ueing a maee ratio of 
rni/rn,, = 16 initially i m p d  on a magnetotail con- 
figuration a global dawn-teduak electric field. Ae a 
reault, they found the formation of a thin current 
eheet where the initially applied electric field wag 
strongly reduced, and a newly formed electroetatic 
electric field provided E x B drifts which turned the 
electrons into the major current carriers. 

In this paper, we use hybrid sirnulatione to study 
the reapone of the central current eheet region to 
external driving. The hybrid model is complemen- 
tary to previous inveatigations based on WID [Ref. 
311 or full particle models [Ref. 91. Clearly, addi- 
tional ion kinetic phyeics is included in the hybrid 
model but not in the MHD approach. On the other 
hand, the hybrid treatment eliminates the influence 
of the electron ma88 on the evolution. Finally, the 
implementation of boundary conditione in the hybrid 
model allow ue to model mlar wind driving by an 
application of an external electric field at the bound- 
ary only, The present inveetigation extende previoue 
etudies involving an initidly thinner current sheet 
[Ref. 51. 

2. NUMERICAL APPROACH AND INITIAL 
CONDITIONS 

The hybrid code provide6 a full treament of the ion 
kinetic effects through a particle description of the 
ion dynamics. Electron time EC&S are excluded 
by a fluid treatment assuming negligible inertial ef- 
fects. Quasi-neutrality is aeaumed inetead of a Poi& 
son equation for the electric field, which is here de- 
rived from the electron equation of motion neglecting 
electron inertia 

(1) 

Here, vB denotes the electron flow velocity, e the el- 
ementary charge, q an (momaloue) resietivity, j the 
current density, and n the number density of both 
ions and electrons. In order to control high frequency 
Whietler-type fluctuations, a small nonzero resietiv- 
ity correBponding to a magnetic Lundquiet number 

1 
ne E + ~a x B = --V * E  + d 

ie introduced in the code, Here VA is the Alfvkn ve- 
locity, and L denotee the initial current sheet thick- 
n w .  Consietent with (l), the displacement current 
ia neglected, 
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While the electron preaure tensor E, is usually a+ 
sumed ta be isotropic, we here employ the electron 
pressure tenaor model developed by Hesae et al. [Ref. 
41 for a realistic electron maBB me = 1/1800. For de- 
tails, we d e r  to H e m  et al. [Ref. 61. The time ad- 
vance is provided by an explicit predictor-corrector 
&erne, which also includea the prmure tensor eve  
lution. 

All phyeical quantities are normalized to combina- 
tions of the ion skin depth c/w(,  the ion cyclotron 
frequency in the lobe field Qi, a typical lobe mag- 
netic field Bo, the proton masa mpl and B typical 
denaity n,. Using, for example, c/wr ~3 bOOkm, and 
S2,' w 0 . 6 2 ~ ~  we find, a magnetic field normalization 
of B, =2OnT, a thermal ion energy of 14keV, a den- 
eity normalization of n, = 0.14cm'a, and an electric 
field normalization of 23mV/m. Although other nor- 
malizations are p d b l e ,  we will in the following for 
the sake of demonstration adopt the above units. 

The initial condition ie given by a two-dimensional 
magnetotail-like Vlaeov equilibrium provided by an- 
alytic theory [Ref.' 21. The magnetic field is derived 
from the Aux function 

A = - lncosh(F(t)r/a) + In(P(z)) (3) 

where the variation in the tail direction WBB chosen 
a8 

with u = 0.6 and a normalised magnitude of Bz at 
E 2= 0 of 1 = 0.06. The initial sheet half width, 
again at z 3: 0 was selected as a = 8. Equilibria of 
this type are usually applied to the tail region of the 
magnetaaphere, outaide of a radial distance of some 
lo&. 

The system dimensions are 0 E 2OOc/wj and 
-20 5 z/c/uf ,< 20. For the eimulation, we uee 
202 and 94 cells in the z and I directions, reap- 
tively. The ion initialization involvee two species. 
One spede~ supprte  the pressure and currents. The 
614400 particles of this species are initialieed aa drift- 
ing Maxwelliana. The second speck, consieting ini- 
tially of SO7200 particles, provides a background den- 
sity of nb = 0.2 in order to limit the Aifvdn speed in 
the lobe regions. It is initialized with a very low tem- 
perature Of Tb = 0.01. More partidea of specie0 2 are 
added during the driven phase in order to maintain 
B finite lobe density. Finally, the electrons are ini- 
tialiied with an isotropic preesure, corrsaponding to 
an electron-ion temperature ratio TJTi = 0.2. 

n 
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Figure 1. The electron velocity at the boundary 
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Figure 2. The evolution of the magnetic field 

The magnetotail model is aubjected to driving 
boundary conditione, such as would be expected 
from flux addition to the lobee resulting from re- 
connection at the dayeide rnagnetopauee. For sim- 
plicity, theee boundary conditione are specified by 
a prescribed electron flow velocity in the z-direction, 
uBI, The spatial dependence of uel at the boundaries 
is modulated by a time dependent amplitude, shown 
in the top panel of Figure 1. The amplitude f ( t )  is 
emoothly increased to a peak value of umnt = 0.1, 
and then smoothly decressed to zero at f = 60. For 

larger tim-, the boundary electric field is set to zero, 
At the left, i.e., at z = 0, ucz is prmibed  88 a func- 
tion of z. This z dependence is ehom in the bottom 
panel of Fig. 1. 

At the top and bottom boundaries, a line= depen- 
dence on o ie sesumed. At the z = cmaS = 200 
boundary, the boundary electric field ie aeeumed to 
vanieh during the entire run. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Current Sheet Formation 

The evolution of the magnetic field in the aimule- 
tion ie shown in Figure 2. The flgure ehowa clearly 
the enhancement of the magnetic Aux in the lobes, 
and a compreeeion of the p lums ah& region. The 
enhancement of the lobe field ceasee with the driv- 
ing after t t 60. Here, the meximum value of the 
lobe field haae increased by about 50% compared to 
the initial condition. The subsequent slow evolution 
lead6 to the deformation of the magnetic field pri- 
marily in the nsar-Erath region which suggeeta that 
a thin current sheet may have formed. 

The formation of a thin current eheet is shown in Fig- 
ure 3 which depict8 the croas-tail current deneity jv 
in the simulation plane for different times. The flg- 
ure demonstrates clearly that a sheet of etrongly en- 
hanced current deneity hss formed. The epatial gra- 
dients of the newly formed thin sheet are also much 
ateeper that in the initial configuration, where they 
were given by the initid eheet thickness, f, = 8 c / r ~ i .  
At t = 400, however, a typical thickness of the 
thin current sheet is lw than c/w;, corraponding to 
less than about 0 . 1 R ~  in the normalieation adopted 
above. 

Further, Fig. 3 shows a rnagetic field-aligned struc- 
ture of the newly formed thin current sheet. While 
eurpriaing at firet, the formation of this structure b 
easily understood since the total ion and electron 
prwures p are &moat isotropic. Under this condi- 
tion, the current density ie constant on lines of con- 
stant flux function A, i.e., on field lines. Hence, any 
current density enhancements forming in the equato- 
r i d  ( z  = 0) plane will exhibit extensions along field 
lines in isotropic equilibria. The fact that this prop 
erty seems to be at least approximately reproduced 
in Fig. 3 ehos that the premure i~ indeed close to 
isotropic, and that the current sheet ie dose to an 
equilibrium atate. 

n 
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Figure 3. Crowtail current deneity for different 
times 

3.2. Current Carriers 

At a first glance, the question of which species, iom, 
or electrons, contribute most to the current density, 
might Beem lesa important aince the amwer is frame 
dependent. Since the current deneity only involvea 
relative drifts between ions and electrons, a current 
deneity entirely eupportd by the iom in one frame 
of reference can be trana€onned into an electron sup- 
ported current deneity in another frame. A second 
inapection, however, ahowe that particularly in the 
caae of thin current eheets, thirr trsnaformation can 
introduce subetantial large-scale background electric 
Aelde into the problem. The frame rooted in the 
Earth, however, is preferred in that in this frame 
the large scale background decfric field in  negligible. 
Since a possible background electric field can sub- 
atantially alter growth rates and st8bbility/instability 
traneitiona of kinetic instabilitiee which might o p  
erate in thin current eheets, the question of which 
specie6 eupports the current denelty in the rat frame 
of the Earth requires investigation. 

In order to determine the current carriera in our sim- 
ulation we calculated the time dependence of the 
maximum valuea of the total current density jv ~ E I  
well aa of the maximum valuea of the tot81 ion cur- 
rent density jig = etzvjg. The result ia shown in 
Figure 4. The two graphe clearly show B Blight re- 
duction in the maximum ion current deneity, and ts 
eubstantid enhancement of the maximum value of 
the total current deneity. Since both graphe are sub- 

r . w a  

atantially different, the conclmion remains that the 
major fraction of the enhanced current deneity in 
the thin current eheet is supported by the electrons. 
In the following, we will provide an analysis of the 
physical r e w m  for this behavior. 

Maxlma of total and ion cross-tall current 

O l W 2 m 3 m 4 0 0 ~  tlmo 

Figure 4. Maxima of the total and ion current dea- 
ai ty 

The fact that the ions do not carry a significant Rac- 
tion of the current might m m  surprising in view of 
the expectation that the driving electric Add might ' 
provide a viable croas-tail acceleration mechanism for 
the ione. Since the hybrid model calculatee automat- 
ically the self-combtent electric field generated in re- 
sponee to the applied perturbation, we can directly 
compare the magnitude of the applied to the pen& 
trated electric field. Figure 5 shows the result of such 
an investigation. The paneb ehow the cross-tail elec- 
tric field 88 8 function of time during the driven pham 
of the simulation. horn the figure it is evident that 
the driving electric fleld doeg not penetrate into the 
current sheet. In fact, the finite pIaemaeompreesibi1- 
ity counteracts the increaeed magnetic pressure due 
to the driving. AB a result, the driving electric field 
is greatly reduced inside the plaamaabeet, with max- 
imum vcrluea of leas than 10% of the applied electric 
field. 

Equilibria ate often etudied in the abaence of any 
equilibrium electric fields. A significant electron cur- 
rent density, however, needs to be bdanced by ei- 
ther an electric field, or an incream in the electron 
p r m e  and its gradient. In the aimpleat cae,  the 
equilibrium condition for the electrow is identical to 
Eqn. (1) (for r) = 0), with the additional requirement 
that the electric field be derived from a potential. 
The preaence of 8 strong equilibrium electric field can 
significantly enhance the electron contribution to the 
total current density, and, at the B a m e  time reduce 
the ion contribution, if the induced E x B drift direc- 
tion is anti-parallel to the the current deneity. The 
total current deneity, however, ie still approximately 

-- 
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given by 
j x B = V - 3  +V-P- (6) 

which ehowa that the ion prwuure tenaor Er can pro- 
vide the major fraction of the diamagnetic even if the 
current ia carried by the t$ectrona. This ie indeed the 
C B B ~  here. The evolution eatabliahes an essentially 
electroetatic electric field in the vicinity of the cut- 
rent eheet. Figure 6 dieplaya the z and I components 
of this electric field. The figure demonatretea that B 
strong electric field haa formed over the scales of the 
thin current sheat. This electric field ie due to the 
Hall effect which caueee eeparation of ion and elec- 
tron d e s  if the gradient scale length is comparable 
or lesa than c/Wi. In thia aituation, the ion current 
deneity is reduced or even inverted (a8 Been in the 
preeent airnulation), 

L.10 .2 
XlO 
4 

2.3 
t.20 

-13 

1.40 

-9 

L I E 0  

Figure 5. Penetration of the driving electric field 

For the electrone, however, the E x B drift CBUB~B a 
etrong current density enhancement. We point out 
here that this Hall electric fleld is qucrltitatively sjm- 
ilar to the electric field associated with the atabiliea- 
tion of the ion tearing inatability in current sheeta 
with magnetic normal component. Further, it ehould 
be noted that the Hun8 aheet equilibrium Bolution 
c0n only be maintained for sheet thicknesses compa- 
rable or lese than an ion ekin debth in the presence 
of a similar Hall electric field. In this caee, the usual 
relation between ion and electron temperatures and 
drift velocitiee becomee invalid. 

A eimple calculetion shows that the electric fields 
found in the model at time t = 400 are electrostatic 
to a very good approximation. Thie ia, however, not 
true during the driven phaae. During that phase, 
the prerrence of Hall electric field8 impliea the forma- 
tion of a stron croea-tail magnetic field component, 
shown in Fig. 7. In calculation involving the pree- 
ence of a crowtail magnetic field in the initid equi- 

librium, this perturbation Berm to bred the north- 
south symmetry of the model. 

Figure 6. E, (top panel) and E, (bottom panel) for 
t = 400 

Figure 7. B, magnetic field component for f = 400 

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper we wed hybrid sirnulatione to etudy 
current eheet formation in a magnetotail-like con- 
figuration when boundary conditione eimilar to the 
driving effect of the solar wind electric field for south- 
ward IMF are applied. Hybrid Bimulatione are able 
to extend previoue MHD-based invatigatioas [Ref. 
31 by the incluaion of ion kinetic effecte, and avoid the 
complications of particle eimulations [Ref. 91 which 
typically require a relatively large electron mam to 
operate. In contrast to the one-fluid MHD model, 
the particle or hybrid simulations also provide infor- 
mation about the current carriers. 

As in MHD simulations, a thin current aheet forms 
(LB a coneequence of applying ab electric Add per- 
turbation at the boundary of the modeling region 
only. The region of enhand current deneity extends 
earthward from the thin current eheet in the q u & b  
rial plane, approximately along fleld linea, as would 
be required by isotropic equilibrium conditione. The 
current density in the enhancement regions is largely 
carried by the electrons, when the a p e d  is memured 
in the frame where the background electric field van- 
ishes. Ion acceleration due to the driving electric 
fields was not found, due to the fact that only few 
percent of the applied electric field penetrate to the 

c 
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, neutral aheet due to inductive cffecta. Inatcad, we 
found the current distribution between ions and elec- 
trons to be due to the formation of strong localiad 
electroatatic electric field6 in the I! - z plane which 
reduce, through E x B drift, the ion and enhance 
the electron currant in the r a t  frame of the Earth, 
It ehould be noted that the question whether ions 
or electrom are the major current carriers in this 
frame is quite important. For inmtance, a trmsfor- 
mation into the electron rest frame would introduce 
very large background electric fields, which need to 
be taken into account in any kinetic analysia pertain- 
ing to poaaible inetabilitee in the thin current sheet. 

The electrostatic nature of thew new localized fields 
together with the emall electron temperature in the 
plasmaaheet implie8 that the wocchted electrostatic 
potential is almost constant along field lines. There 
fore, it should be poseible to remotely detect thin 
current eheets in the magnetotail in satellite o h r -  
vationa even if the orbit ie much daser to the Earth 
than the region invedtigated here. The latitudinal 
convergence of the magnetic field closer to the Earth 
implies that the gradient of the electrostatic poten- 
tial incremes (thue rendering the electric field easier 
to detect). The longitudinal convergence of the mag- 
netic field, on the other hand, implies that the cur- 
rant density decretum 88 one approaches the Earth 
(thue rendering the currents more difficult ta detect). 
Therefore, electric field measuromenta in the inner 
magnetotail may provide a new tool to diagnose re- 
motely the presence of thin current eheets in the 
equPrtorial plane at larger radial distances. . 

Deepite the difference in methodology, we thus found 
qualitatively very eimilar reaulte to what waa found 
by Pritchett and Coroniti [Ref. 91 using a full parti- 
cle model. Both hveetigatione demonstrated that a 
thin current sheet forme in initially emooth magne- 
totail modele, whether a driving electric field is a p  
plied as a bound- condition, similar to the MHD 
models [Ref. 31, or globally M an initial condition 
[Ref. 91. Therefore, we conclude that all thwreti- 
cal and modeling efforts to-date appear to support 
thin current sheet formation in nn initidly smooth 
magnetospheric equilibrium if solar wind driving is 
turned on. Futhermore, driving electric fields typ- 
ically do not penetrste in full magnitude into the 
current sheet region - in fact, the applied electric 
field can be substantially reduced due to inductive 
effecte. Therefore, it is not clear at all presently to 
which degree solar wind driving, euch ae expected 
for southward IMF conditione, leade to the occur- 
rence of earthward convection. Inetend, earthward 
convection probably occur8 primarily due to sporadic 
episodes of fast earthward convection aseociated with 
eubstorme or buwty bulk flows [Ref. 11. 
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